Operation and Use
Instructions for the
Dolly Max

Follow the enclosed assembly instructions
Dolly Max comes standard with the base and 4 posts. Other options you may see
in your package are: Additional posts, additional front casters, rear caster bracket
with locking casters, or the wheelbarrow attachment.

Configuration the post positions
The dolly max offers several post positions so you can vary the
configuration to accommodate the load.
There are 10 vertical post positions on top. We suggest centering the load
whenever possible.
The 6 horizontal post positions will provide more surface area to fit your
load. Four horizontal post positions are in the front/back and two are in
the side. Be aware of the doorway opening when using the side post
positions. You cannot use both front and side horizontal positions at the
same time.

Maximum weight limits:
Base = 700 lbs
with casters = 1000 lbs
with caster bracket = Add 300 lbs
Side load of posts = 150 lbs at mid point
Side load of posts = 75 lbs at top point
Load situations
When loading the dolly you will want to center the load so it won't tip over.
The majority of the weight should be directly on the base. When loading
sheets of material you will want to start your load with the post positioned
so the weight is always centered on the base and move them out as
necessary to prevent sideways tipping.

The caster bracket will provide larger wheel base to prevent the backside
from tipping over. This bracket will extend the base from 21" to 37". This
is helpful when moving large heavy loads on a prepared surface such as in a
warehouse while moving pallets.

Transporting loads
The large tires allows this cart to maneuver over various surfaces. You
should push with large wheels forward to allow the dolly to travel over
obstacles easily.
When pulling the dolly you should pull with casters forward. This will allow
for easy steering and turning of the dolly.
Push on the post not on the load when possible. This helps ensure that the
load is not pushed off the dolly.
Use the provided strap tie downs slots to secure the load with a tie down
strap.
When the dolly is stationary, lock the casters so the dolly will not roll away
from you. If on a hill, position the casters on the downhill side when
locking them for maximum effectiveness.

Wheelbarrow Attachments
Wheelbarrow brackets should be installed on the side panels of the cart.
The black one should be located at the top and the yellow on at the
bottom.
Insert brackets from the bottom inside of the cart. The tabs of the bracket
should be inside the cart body.
Insert post with the striped end towards the base. Insert locking pin when
holes line up.

